
COMMENT 

Unfortunately, the trend is toward 

TFD falling later and later, and the 

2019 budget speech suggests that 

this trend is likely to continue. 

In 1994, South Africans took 101 

days to pay for government—a 

whole 37 days fewer than this  

year.  While taxes have been tren-

ding upwards, economic growth has 

been trending downwards.  The  

result is that South Africans have  

had to carry a growing tax burden 

while ge,ing poorer. 

The earlier in the year Tax  

Freedom Day occurred, the more 

vibrant the economy would be.  For 

BEFORE YOU earn a cent, govern-

ment takes a chunk out of your  

pay packet in taxes.  Saturday, 18 

May 2019 marked Tax Freedom  

Day—the day from when the money 

you earn belongs to you to fund 

your and your families’ activities  

and wellbeing. 

Tax Freedom Day this year, 18 

May, is five days later than last  

year.  This means that the average 

South African taxpayer has had to 

work 138 days (37.8%) instead of  

the 133 days (36.44%) they worked 

last year to pay their taxes before 

their income became their own.   

YOUR MONTHLY TAX MAGAZINE  

Congratulations, SA taxpayers—you've paid government.  Now what 

you earn is yours! 

Hooray, hooray, it’s  
Tax Freedom Day! 

 

By: GARTH ZIETSMAN 
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COMMENT 

grow.  Government cannot create 

new purchasing power out of thin 

air.  The mistaken view that fiscal 

stimulus (government spending) can 

pull economies out of recession  

persists because the jobs created 

through government 'make-work' 

programmes are clearly visible, 

whereas jobs in private firms hap-

pen with no fanfare and are not 

readily visible to the observer. 

Tax freedom days in a few other 

countries this year are as follows: 

United States 16 April, Australia 17 

tively—the taxes that we pay are  

too high. 

Calls for higher taxes in South 

Africa are counter-productive, and 

following such calls is entirely de-

structive.  The key to permanently 

reducing poverty and improving  

the economy is to adopt policies  

that promote economic growth and 

expand opportunities for the unem-

ployed. 

It is not government, but private 

firms and individuals that generate 

wealth and cause the economy to 

instance, if it fell on 31 January,  

government's take of average in-

comes would be 8.5% and not the 

current 37.8%. 

Each year the Free Market Foun-

dation calculates South Africa's Tax 

Freedom Day.  This is calculated  

by dividing General Government 

Revenue by GDP at market prices, 

then multiplying the result by the 

number of days in a year, and  

finally adding a day to bring you  

to the first day on which you are 

done paying tax for the year. 

Tax Freedom Day is determined 

in this way and spread over the first 

months of the calendar year to  

give us an idea of how the burden of 

taxes affects the average taxpayer.  

It is accepted that some lose more 

and others less of their hard-earned 

income in taxes, but the average, 

measured in days of the year,  

confirms what people know intui-
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KEY UPCOMING TAX SUBMISSION DATES 
 

EMP501 reconciliations 

31 May 2019 Electronic submissions via e-filing / SARS e@syFile employer 

 

Provisional tax returns 

31 Aug 2019 First period, 2010 tax year 



TAX EVASION 

Maybe SARS was listening, or 

perhaps we had a fortunate stroke 

of serendipity, but not long aIer this 

question was posed to us, a media 

report appeared dealing with SARS 

investigating 83 taxpayers implica-

ted in the State Capture Inquiry— 

an announcement that many South 

Africans welcomed.  However, this 

could also have just been some  

SHORTLY AFTER Edward Kie-

swe,er was appointed as the  

new SARS Commissioner, we were 

asked what his first actions should 

be when he takes over the reins  

on 1 May.  The answer for us was  

a no-brainer— crack down on those 

implicated in the State Capture  

Inquiry, starting with the beans 

spilled on Bosasa. 

TAXING ISSUES 
 
 

 

 

by Steven Jones—Editor 
 

Back in the day when I was a full-6me  

tax prac66oner, I o7en used to joke with  

colleagues in the profession that the hallmark of  

a really top-notch tax prac66oner is one who  

has a loophole named a7er them.  That said, 

anyone a:emp6ng a Google search for the  

‘Jones Postulate’ will be searching in vain. 

While my frequently-expressed view is that any 

taxpayer has an inherent right to legally arrange 

their affairs in such a way as to pay the minimum 

amount of tax (a principle upheld a number of 

6mes in Bri6sh courts, which South African courts 

have tended to concur with), I’ve not had the 

gump6on, the client base, nor the exper6se to 

engage in some of the more aggressive forms of  

tax planning that would put me on a first-name 

basis with senior SARS officials. 

(That cup of coffee that I shared with Mark 

Kingon that came out of the machine at  

SARS’ head office about 10 years ago when  

I was trying to sort out a tax admin issue,  

on which I was geEng no joy from the local 

office, doesn’t count.  I’d be surprised if  

Mark even remembers my name today…) 

A good friend of mine (not in the tax consultancy 

field) is however a close personal friend of  

Edward Kieswe:er, and she describes him as  

a wonderful, warm person with a heart of gold—

but someone who is also the scourge of the 

ungodly. 

Certainly the right sort of person to be  

heading up SARS, then. 

Readers of this month’s Tax Breaks would there-

fore probably be surprised not only at the fresh 

new look of the publica6on , but that we would 

carry an ar6cle under the banner of  ‘Tax  

Evasion’.  No, we are not giving you 6ps on how 

to evade tax—because that, of course, is illegal—

but rather how to defend yourself if SARS were to 

have reason to believe that your avoidance 

measures had crossed the line. 

Key to a sound defence is proper record-keeping.  

Even in ma:ers that are far less serious—

especially where the taxpayer has acted in  

good faith in the genuine belief that they have 

complied with the tax laws—success in proving 

their case to SARS is o7en determined purely  

by having a complete and orderly paper trail. 

Tax prac66oners should also know at what point 

they need to refer the case to legal  

experts—especially when their client intends to 

rely on legal privilege to defend themselves 

against accusa6ons from SARS, who has the right 

to subpoena any records from  

prac66oners who are not legal professionals. 

As far as those involved in the ‘state capture’ 

shenanigans are concerned, I certainly hope that 

they get what is coming to them.  My  

money is on Kieswe:er and his team. 

Kieswe�er is coming a!er those involved in ‘state capture’—as well as 

others who try to dodge their taxes.  Here’s how to protect yourself… 

Six SARS audit tips for  
the ‘captured’ 

 

By: JEAN DU TOIT 

Real economic freedom, the abil-

ity of all South Africans to keep and 

control what they earn, requires  

lower taxes.  A reduced level of  

taxation would provide a greater 

incentive for private individuals to 

work, save, and invest.  The net  

result would be greater invest- 

ment, more innovation, a stronger 

economy, lower unemployment,  

less poverty, and a more contented 

populace. 

April, New Zealand 9 May, and the 

United Kingdom 29 May.  Generally, 

the trend in most countries appears 

to be economic strangulation by 

creeping tax increases.  Fortunately, 

there are some enviable exceptions 

with relatively free economies and 

low marginal and payroll tax rates, 

such as Hong Kong 17%, Bahrain 17%, 

Singapore 20%, Georgia 20%, Albania 

23%, Botswana 25%, and Mauritius 

26%.  Unfortunately, even countries 

that in other respects are relatively 

free are tending to levy excessive 

taxes. 

COMMENT 

Garth Zietsman is a sta6s6cian at the Free 

Market Founda6on. 
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TAX EVASION 

experienced SARS audit team; or 

SARS’ quoted media spokesperson 

gave a tactical response. 

This gives first mover advantage 

to any implicated taxpayer who has 

not been formally informed, as  

they can lodge an application for 

relief under the Voluntary Disclo-

sure Programme (VDP) with SARS—

which, if done correctly, will halt  

any SARS audits until the VDP pro-

cess is concluded. 

 

Tip #3: Do not become the SARS  
orange uniform example 
The undeclared taxes of Bosasa, 

even if collected to the last penny, 

will be a drop in the ocean, given  

Section 64 (which must be read  

with Section 42A), and is afforded 

only when there is an admi,ed 

a,orney or advocate as a taxpayer 

representative. 

 

Tip #2: SARS audit mistakes and first 
mover advantage 
The abovementioned media report 

was perplexing, as it noted that the 

affected parties had not necessarily 

been formally notified that they  

are being audited by SARS under 

Section 42 of the TAA—which 

means that either SARS deliberately 

wants to give those implicated a 

chance to avoid penalties or crimi-

nal prosecution, or we have an in-

pre-election manoeuvres, as the  

Sunday newspaper that published 

the aforementioned announcement 

may have had some moral debts  

owing from the Rogue Unit saga. 

We should also be reminded that 

the Guptas have yet to be found 

guilty of any tax offences, while  

former President Jacob Zuma has 

apparently not paid fringe benefit 

tax on Nkandla—and that SARS 

acted quickly to confiscate docu-

ments during the start of the Bosasa 

scandal, but (to our knowledge) no 

tax offenders have been arrested  

to date. 

However, what if SARS has the 

resolve this time with unfe,ered 

political and National Prosecution 

Authority backing?  In the interest 

of balancing the scales, here are 

some tips if you have perhaps not 

been paying your tax dues, and your 

nerves are se,ing in. 

 

Tip #1: Professional legal privilege 
Make sure that your tax advisor 

comes with professional legal privi-

lege.  It is a known SARS tactic to  

ask for tax opinions, tax advice or 

other information known to your 

advisors or auditors.  A skilled  

SARS auditor makes quick work  

on ge,ing to the bo,om of tax ad-

vice not covered by legal privilege.  

In our firm, it is a golden rule that  

an admi,ed a,orney should always 

be present during all client consul-

tations, especially where voluntary 

disclosure of non-compliance is in-

volved. 

Professional legal privilege is  

explicitly recognised by the Tax  

Administration Act (TAA) under  
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How to hang yourself in SARS’ noose 
Unless you are a brilliant liar or have a photographic memory, SARS will get 

you sooner or later 

By: STEVEN JONES 

So you s6ll think that you can get away with chea6ng on 

your taxes?  With enough rope, you’ll hang yourself.  Here 

are some of the ways that your stupidity helps SARS to 

catch you. 
 

Unexplained growth in your asset base 
Directors of companies, members of close corpora6ons, 

and taxpayers who conduct business for their own  

account, are required to complete a Statement of Assets 

and Liabili6es as part of their annual tax returns.  This 

statement should include all assets at cost and all liabili6es 

at face value. 

SARS uses this statement to determine whether or not you have declared all of your income.  How 

so?  If, for example, you have declared a net asset posi6on of R1 million in 2017 and R1.5 million in 2018, 

SARS will become somewhat suspicious if you have only declared income amoun6ng to R300 000.  The 

logic is obvious—how did you manage to increase your asset base by R500 000 on an income of only 

R300 000, and at the same 6me, meet your normal living costs? 
 

Your lavish lifestyle 
Have you ever driven around a parking lot in an upmarket shopping centre and wondered who the lucky 

driver of that Lamborghini or McLaren is?  Well, guess what—that chap struggling to heave his baby’s 

pram into the boot of that innocuous-looking Toyota Yaris is just as curious, and when he returns to his 

office on Monday morning, he can sa6sfy his curiosity by checking out the registra6on number on the 

SARS computer systems. 

What’s more, he has the ability to find out what kind of income the owner of that brand-new Range 

Rover is pulling in order to support that beast’s thirst for 93-octane unleaded, and he also knows what sort 

of monthly payments go with such a car.  If the income declared falls somewhat short, he starts to ask 

some nasty ques6ons. 

The same goes for that fancy pad at Zimbali Lodge—a simple Deeds Office search will tell our intrepid 

SARS auditor exactly how much you paid for your view of the 17
th

 fairway, and if you have a bond against 

the property, he also has a good idea of what sort of salary the bank would require to grant such a loan. 
 

The road most travelled 
If the tax returns of many people are to be believed, there must be a large number of luxury vehicles out 

there with odometer readings in excess of 300 000 kilometres.  Infla6ng odometer readings is the oldest 

trick in the book when it comes to infla6ng travel allowance claims. 

SARS now uses a highly-sophis6cated device in order to clamp down on such abuse—the telephone.  

This device enables the auditor to contact you to request that you make your vehicle available for inspec-

6on.  They are nice chaps, too—they are quite happy to come to your home or place of work, so as  
 

Con�nued on Page 5 ... 

POSTAL SUBSCRIBERS: 

PLEASE SEND US YOUR 
CONTACT DETAILS 

 

 

 

If you have not done so already, please  

e-mail your telephone number to 

info@bellanmedia.co.za and we  

will contact you. 

You may also give us a call on  

(083) 3887829. 



TAX EVASION 

nilly tax assessment, as there must 

be a valid prima facie case of non-

compliance.  This goes beyond testi-

mony of witnesses at the State  

Capture Inquiry—and SARS will 

have a definitive audit strategy,  

typically involving a lifestyle audit 

that would track bank accounts  

and assets, Facebook posts, etc. 

You will be asked to justify your 

lifestyle and assets, including those 

in trust.  Banks, financial institu-

tions, the Department of Home 

Affairs, estate agents, car dealer-

ships, and even envious neighbours 

or those jealous in your friendship 

circle will all be crucial parts of a 

properly-conducted tax audit. 

 

Tip #6: Come clean if you are wrong-
fully implicated 
Fiscal laws protect criminals from 

being exposed to the public, as the 

theory goes that they should feel 

safe in paying their taxes.  As  

ridiculous as this may sound in  

the current South African climate, 

the taxpayer confidentiality provi-

sions in the TAA contains a water-

tight prohibition against disclosure 

of taxpayer information.  Where  

a SARS official shares this infor-

mation—even (in some cases)  

internally—this comes with its own  

criminal sanction. 

However, what do you do  

where you are wrongfully impli-

cated?  Section 69(6) of the TAA  

allows a taxpayer to ‘waive confi-

dentiality’.  If you genuinely have 

nothing to hide and you have shown 

the world on social media your  

lifestyle, the benefits of making  

your tax records public may out-

weigh the downside. 

ders are prosecuted and spend time 

in jail—the higher the profile, the 

be,er, of course … 

 

Tip #4: VDP gives full legal protection 
and taxpayer confidentiality 
The VDP process comes with in-

demnity from criminal prosecution, 

waiver of penalties, and taxpayer 

confidentiality—even within the 

ranks of SARS.  This is the best  

possible defence if you are ge,ing  

anxious about the possibility of 

200% penalties—or, even worse, 

criminal prosecution. 

 

Tip #5: Lifestyle / integrated audits 
SARS is not allowed to raise a willy-

our overall budget deficit.  If SARS 

wants to make up the shortfall, 

there are areas where they can  

collect so much more revenue with 

less effort and resources. 

Besides the fact that it is SARS’ 

job to ensure tax compliance, why 

are they going aIer these persons 

now?  It will only be a fruitful  

strategy where a message of tax  

compliance causes reverberation 

through the tax base—especially  

to those seemingly not on the  

SARS system, i.e. persons who  

are living amongst us but never 

bothered to register for tax. 

This message will only start to 

carry conviction where tax offen-

Jean du Toit is a senior tax a:orney at Tax 

Consul6ng South Africa. 
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to inconvenience you too badly. 

Furthermore, now that it has become compulsory to submit a logbook to support one’s business 

travel claim, our friends at SARS have become quite adept at using Google Maps to determine whether 

your 300 km round trip between Johannesburg and Pretoria bears any rela6on to reality. 
 

Burnt bridges 
I was recently at a func6on with a SARS friend of mine (yes, SARS auditors do have friends!), and I posed 

the following ques6on to him: What is the easiest way to catch a tax evader?  His answer would send chills 

down the spine of anyone who has ever ended a rela6onship or fired someone, since it seems that most 

of SARS’ 6p-offs come from ex-wives, ex-girlfriends, and ex-employees. 

In fact, with SARS having installed anonymous 6p-off lines a few years back, even current employees 

who have had one too many tongue-lashings from their boss can whisper enough words into SARS’ ear  

to give the boss, as well as his business, a lot of quality 6me with a SARS auditor, followed by a large tax bill 

issued therea7er. 

The moral of the story? If you are fiddling your taxes, don’t upset anyone! 
 

Undercover bureaucracy 
Have you ever wondered why suppliers insist on asking you for your VAT number whenever your business 

buys something?  It’s not just to give their clerks something to do—it’s to comply with the VAT Act.  In fact, 

if the invoice does not contain both the suppliers’ and your VAT numbers, as well as other required infor-

ma6on, you will not be able to claim the input VAT when submiEng your own VAT return. 

But why would SARS create such bureaucracy?  The reason can be found in the childhood game 

known as ‘broken telephone’ in which you receive a message, which you pass on to your friend, who 

passes it on to the next, and so on.  For SARS, these requirements allow them to create a chain—when 

they audit you, they record the VAT numbers of your suppliers, and then schedule audits with them, and 

record the VAT numbers of their suppliers—and so the trail goes. 

Since VAT is the third-largest source of taxa6on revenue (a7er individual and corporate taxes), it 

doesn’t take a rocket-scien6st to figure out that SARS will deploy more and more personnel—many of 

whom are armed with Masters degrees in tax—on VAT audits. 
 

Keep you hands out the cookie-jar 
Gone are the days when only one type of tax would be examined, and the simplest way for SARS to catch 

out errant taxpayers who are skimming cash out of the 6ll is to compare the VAT returns against the in-

come tax returns. 

If the sales on the VAT return are greater than the income tax return, SARS nabs you for under-

declared income, and claims the resultant income tax.  If the income tax return shows greater turnover 

than the VAT returns, SARS hits you for undeclared VAT. 

Most business owners do not have sufficient knowledge of the tax laws to cover all bases when it 

comes to submiEng returns, and o7en get caught out when SARS checks one form of tax against another.  

And if the accountant is caught assis6ng the business in such schemes, a nasty le:er will find its way not 

only to the accountant, but also to their professional body, which is likely to result in a sudden and  

enforced career change as the member becomes an ex-member. 

Besides, those 200% penal6es, not to men6on a criminal record, can really ruin your whole day! 
 

Steven Jones is a prac�cing member of the South African Ins�tute of Professional Accountants,  

a SARS-registered tax prac��oner, and the editor of Personal Finance and Tax Breaks. 

Moment of truth 

When there is an income tax, the  

just man will pay more and the  

unjust less on the same amount  

of income. 
 

Plato (c 428/424—347 BC) 
Ancient Greek philosopher 



PROVISIONAL TAX 

 The second provisional return  

is due at the end of February,  

and is based on your income  

for the tax year.  The amount 

payable is your full tax liability, 

less any amounts deducted by 

way of PAYE, less your first provi-

sional payment. 

The second return is ‘back-

ward looking’, and one in which 

you need to square up with SARS 

PROVISIONAL TAX can be a bit  

of a minefield, especially for those  

taxpayers who have never been pro-

visional taxpayers before. 

However, contrary to popular 

belief, provisional tax is not an  

additional tax, but rather a means  

by which tax on income not taxed  

at source (for example, interest on 

investments, rent received from  

investment property, or income 

from one’s own business) can be  

accounted for to SARS. 

Provisional tax is normally paid 

in two instalments as follows: 

 Your first provisional return, 

which is submi,ed for the first 

six months of the tax year and  

is due at the end of August of the 

preceding year.  For example, the 

first return for the 2019/20 tax 

year is due at the end of August 

2019. 

This is based on a ‘forward-

looking’ estimate of your income 

for the full tax year.  The tax  

liability for the full year on such 

estimated income is calculated, 

and 50% thereof is payable. 

now that you are probably sure 

(or almost sure) what your  

income was.  SARS expects this  

to be reasonably accurate as you 

should have records for at least 11 

months of the year. 
 

If you have submi,ed both provi-

sional tax returns, but once you’ve 

received your complete records aIer 

the end of the tax year, you antici-

pate a tax shortfall, SARS allows you 

to submit a voluntary third payment 

at the end of September.  However, 

while this third payment is not  

compulsory, you will be liable for 

interest on any shortfall, and may 

also be charged a penalty for under-

estimating of your taxable income. 

Does this sound scary?  Fortu-

nately, help is at hand.  Offerings 

such as TaxTim helps taxpayers  

to complete their IRP6 online, com-

bined with the step-by-step guid-

ance of a digital tax assistant, at a 

fraction of the cost of traditional 

specialists.  TaxTim offers prompts, 

reminders, easy guidebooks, and  

access to a helpdesk to make sub-

mi,ing your returns less stressful. 

With nearly three months to go 

until your first provisional return  

for 2019/20 needs to submi,ed, here 

are some tips to ensure that you  

can submit your return with confi-

dence when it is due: 

 
1. Don’t offset losses—SARS may 

not allow this 
If you run a business or own a rental 

Although the first payment for the 2019/20 tax year is only due at the 

end of August, it helps to get your affairs in order ahead of time 

Ge,ing your provisional 
tax ducks in a row 

 

By: MARC SEVITZ (additional commentary by STEVEN JONES) 
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PROVISIONAL TAX 

the deadline on their website for 

both the August and February pay-

ment, and set an alert on your  

calendar so that you never pay late.  

 
5. Make a third ‘top-up’ payment to 

avoid interest 
If you realise aIer the tax year- 

end that you have underpaid your 

tax for the preceding year, it would 

be wise to make a voluntary third 

payment by the end of September. 

Many people don’t do this  

and opt to rather pay the balance 

due a few months later when they 

submit their tax return, but then 

receive a nasty surprise when they 

are charged interest on underpaid 

provisional tax on their tax assess-

ment. 

 
6. Don’t overlook investment income 

and capital gains 
If you own investments, it may be 

worth requesting a provisional state-

ment from the financial institution 

in February to ensure that you  

include your interest and capital 

gains in your year-end estimate of 

taxable income.  Too oIen, tax-

payers do not consider their capital 

gains and/or interest until they  

declare them in their annual tax  

income according to your most re-

cent SARS assessment). 

The penalty amount will be  

calculated at 20% of the difference 

between the normal tax payable on 

your estimate and the lesser of: 

 Tax on 90% of your actual tax-

able income and, 

 Tax on your 'basic' amount 
 

If your taxable income is more than 

R1 million, you need to ensure that 

your estimate of taxable income on 

your second provisional return is no 

less than 80% of your actual taxable 

income. 

The penalty will be calculated at 

20% of the difference between the 

normal tax payable for your esti-

mate and tax calculated on 80%  

of your actual taxable income.  In 

this case, SARS doesn’t consider the 

'basic' amount when a taxpayer’s 

taxable income is more than R1  

million. 

 
4. Late payments 
SARS is very quick to levy a late  

payment penalty equal to 10% of  

the total tax payable—even if you 

are only a day late!  Not only that, 

SARS will lump on interest at their 

prescribed rate (currently 10% per 

annum) as well.  Be sure to check  

property which is running at a loss, 

don’t offset this loss against other 

taxable income that you may have 

when calculating your estimated 

taxable income for your provisional 

return.  This is because SARS may 

opt to ‘ring-fence’ the loss—and  

therefore not allow it to be deducted 

from current income—so it’s al- 

ways best to err on the side of  

caution and assume that this is the 

route that SARS will follow. 

 
2. If you receive employment income 

but don’t pay PAYE, you are a pro-
visional taxpayer 

If you are employed but your  

employer doesn’t deduct PAYE from 

your salary (and you earn above the 

tax threshold, currently R78 150 for 

under 65s), you must register as a 

provisional taxpayer and pay tax  

bi-annually on your salary. 

An example where this may  

happen is if you work for a foreign 

employer who is not registered  

with SARS.  Many taxpayers in this 

case simply declare their foreign  

salary annually on their tax return—

however, if you haven’t paid provi-

sional tax during the year, SARS  

will penalise you! 

 
3. Under-estimation penalty 
It may be challenging to estimate 

your annual taxable income when 

you make the first payment, which 

is only six months into the year.   

Fortunately, this one doesn’t a,ract 

a penalty if it is too low—but you do 

need to ensure that your second  

estimate is reasonably accurate to 

avoid an under-estimation penalty.  

The penalty amount is different 

for taxpayers whose taxable income 

is more than R1 million per annum, 

than those earning less than R1  

million. 

If your taxable income for the 

year is R1 million or less, SARS will 

impose an under-estimation penalty 

if your estimate in your second  

provisional return turns out to be 

less than 90% of your actual annual 

taxable income on your ITR12,  

and is also less than your ‘basic’ 

amount (usually the taxable  
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Employment tax incentive (ETI): 

End date postponed 
ETI scheme extended for a further ten years 

By: SOUTH AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICE 

ELIGIBLE EMPLOYERS will be able to con6nue claiming the Employment Tax Incen6ve (ETI) in respect of 

qualifying employees un6l 28 February 2029.  The ETI came into effect on 1 January 2014 and was ini6ally 

intended to be available for a limited period only. 

The period un6l when the ETI will be available to employers was extended with a period of ten years 

to encourage employers to hire young workers through this cost sharing mechanism with government.  

The ETI allows employers to reduce the amount of Pay-As-You-Earn (PAYE) being paid to SARS.  Where the 

amount of PAYE payable is less than the allowable ETI, the excess will become refundable to compliant 

employers. 

Please note that from 1 March 2019 revised Monthly Remunera6on amounts / categories  

came into effect.  These new amounts / categories must be used to determine the amount of ETI claima-

ble in respect of each qualifying employee.  The employer needs to calculate the ETI amount for each 

employee and claim the total incen6ve and the amount to be u6lised to reduce the monthly PAYE by 

comple6ng the amounts on the Monthly Employer Declara6on (EMP201).  Excess ETI claims (calculated 

ETI – PAYE) are processed on a six monthly basis upon the successful submission of the Interim (March to 

August) and Final (March to February) Employer Reconcilia6ons, provided that the Employer’s Tax Compli-

ance Status is reflected as “Compliant.” 

For more informa6on on whether an employer is eligible to claim the ETI in respect of qualifying 

employees and how to calculate ETI, please visit the SARS website on www.sars.gov.za, or call the SARS 

Contact Centre on 0800 00 7277. 
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PROVISIONAL TAX 

Business travel reimbursements 
Are you reimbursed based on expense claims submi�ed to my employer each month?  If 

so, when are these liable to be taxed, and when are they exempt? 
 

QUESTION 

My compensation consists of a fixed monthly component plus a ‘per kilometre’ amount to cover actual travel, for which I submit an 

expense claim to my employer.  One of my colleagues does not receive the fixed payment, and only submits an expense claim.  I get taxed 

each month, but she isn’t.  Am I being done in here? 
 

Answer provided by GERHARD HARTMAN, regional sales director (Mid-Market: Africa and Middle East) at Sage 

Reimbursements and allowances for employee business travel are a minefield for the unwary. 

A travel allowance is a regular monthly amount that the employer pays an employee to compensate them for monthly travel in  

a privately-owned motor vehicle.  The employer must include either 80% (low business travel) or 20% (high business travel) of this allowance 

into the remuneration, on which PAYE is calculated.  The employee keeps a logbook of business travel, submits it to SARS at the end of the tax 

year, and SARS does the final income tax calculation.  

Under reimbursement, the employee logs their business travel kilometres and submits it to the employer for reimbursement.  The employ-

er decides on the rate per kilometre at which it will reimburse the employee.  The tax rules can be complicated, but if the employer uses the 

SARS prescribed rate of R3.61 per km, then there is no tax in the payroll or on assessment. 

The rules and calculations can be tricky to keep track of, and incorrect capturing can result in employees paying too li,le or too much tax.  

There are different SARS IRP5 codes and reporting rules for travel allowances (3701), reimbursement above the prescribed rate (3702 and 3722), 

and reimbursement at or below the prescribed rate (3703).  It is therefore critical that the employer uses the correct SARS code on the IRP5 

certificate. 

Employees who receive taxable reimbursements and/or fixed allowances are still entitled to submit claims for business travel when com-

pleting their income tax returns, provided that they have the necessary supporting documentation (including a detailed logbook itemising 

their business trips) to substantiate their claim. 

If only a non-taxable business travel reimbursement is received, then no further submission will be required—the necessary information 

will be included on the IRP5.  It is however a good idea to retain copies of the travel claim, in case of a SARS audit where the employer’s records 

are incomplete. 
 

 

Do you have a tax question?  Pop us an e-mail to info@bellanmedia.co.za.  We will select one answer for publication in Tax Breaks 
each month.  Unfortunately, we will not be able to respond to questions individually. 

provisional taxpayer, you should  

still submit a nil provisional return 

to ensure an unbroken filing history 

with SARS.  

 

10. Look out for weekends and public 
holidays 

If the last day for submission falls  

on a public holiday or weekend,  

the submission must be made on  

the last working day prior to the 

public holiday or weekend. 

income is equal to zero).  Unless your 

actual taxable income is, in fact,  

zero, this will result in the 20%  

under-estimation penalty being im-

posed.  

 

8. Keep supporting calculations  
SARS may ask you to justify your 

estimate, and can increase it if  

they are dissatisfied with the 

amount.  The increase of the esti-

mate is not subject to an objection  

or appeal. 

 

9. Submit a nil return if applicable 
Even if you owe no tax but are a  

return—and by then, it is usually  

too late to avoid the under-

estimation penalty on their second 

provisional payment. 

It’s probably a good idea to do 

this for the August payment if your 

investment income or capital gain is 

likely to be larger than in previous 

years.  Paying a bit extra in August 

helps cushion the blow in February. 

 

7. Late submission 
If you file your IRP6 more than  

four months aIer the deadline, 

SARS considers you to have sub-

mi,ed a 'nil' return (i.e. taxable  

Marc Sevitz, CA (SA), is a co-founder of 

TaxTim. 
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